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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, Krasovskii [7], Shimanov [9-111, Hale [2-51, Yoshizawa [12], 
and many other authors have dealt with the functional differential equations, 
which contain difference-differential equations. And they have obtained many 
remarkable results, many of which are very similar to those for ordinary 
differential equations. 
In the case of functional differential equations, Liapunov functionals, 
corresponding to Liapunov functions for ordinary differential equations, 
are also very useful tools for investigations of the asymptotic behavior of 
solutions. 
By utilizing a Liapunov function (or functional) constructed for solutions 
of a system of differential equations, the estimation of any function, even if 
not a solution of differential equations, can be reduced to solving a scalar 
differential equation. This makes the Liapunov functions (or functionals) 
very important and useful, and the idea will be used in this paper to study 
the behavior of solutions of functional integral equations by utilizing the 
Liapunov functional which is defined for a system of functional differential 
equations (see Section 4). 
In the previous paper [6], we discussed the asymptotic equivalence of the 
systems of ordinary differential equations. In this paper, we shall consider 
an asymptotic equivalence of a system of functional differential equations 
and its perturbed system by using a Liapunov functional under the quite 
similar conditions to those for ordinary differential equations [6]. It will be 
done in Section 3. 
Recently, by introducing the new coordinates in the function space, 
Hale [5] has shown that a system of linear functional differential equations 
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with constant coefficients can be decomposed into two systems so that all 
solutions of one of the systems tend to zero as t + co and all solutions 
of the other do not tend to zero. In Section 4, by using this result of Hale’s, 
we shall show the asymptotic equivalence of a system of linear functional 
differential equations with constant coefficients and its perturbed system. 
2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
The following notations will be used throughout this paper, referring to 
Hale’s paper [3]: En is the space of Euclidean n-vectors and for x E En, 
1 x 1 is the Euclidean vector-norm. For a given number /z, > 0, C” denotes 
the space of continuous functions mapping the closed interval [- h, , 0] 
into En and for 9 E C*, 
It is well known that Cn is a Banach space with the norm defined above. 
Cn, and (Cn*) will denote the set of IJI E Cn for which ]I p ]I < H and 
I/ r,~ ]I < H, respectively. Here, if H is infinite, both P, and (CnH) mean C”. 
For any continuous function x(u) defined on a < u < b, b - a > h, , and 
any fixed t, a + h, < t < b, the symbol xt will denote the function 
~~(0) = x(t + 6) defined on - h, < 0 < 0, that is, xt E C”. Here, we shall 
call xt the segment of x(u) at t. 
Let X(t, p’) be a function mapping I x 0, into En, where I = [0, co), 
and let k(t) denote the right-hand derivative of the function X(U) at u = t. 
Consider a system of functional differential equations 
2’(t) = X(t, xt). (2.1) 
DEFINITION 1. Let (to, p’) be any point of I x Cn,. A continuous function 
x(t; q~, t,,) of t is said to be a solution of (2.1) with initial function q.~ at t = t, 
if there is a number A > 0 such that 
(i) for each t, to < t < to + A, x,(q~, t,,) is defined and belongs to P,; 
u9 x&J, to) = 95 
(iii) x(t; q~, t,,) satisfies (2.2) for t, < t < t,, + A. 
We consider a system of functional differential equations 
N) = W,Yd! 
where y is n-vector and Y(t, ‘p) is defined on 1 x P,. 
(2.2) 
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DEFINITION 2. The systems (2.1) and (2.21, where H is infinite, are said 
to be asymptotically equivalent iffor any 17 > 0 there exists a number T(T) 3 0 
such that for any (to , IJJ) E I x 0, 
(i) x(t; q~, t,,), a solution of (2.1) with initiaZfunction v at t = t, , exists for 
all t > t,; 
(ii) for any t, > T(q) there exists # E Cn such that 
II 493 to) - YtW h) II - 0 
as t -+ 03, where y(t; I+& tl) is a solution of (2.2) with initial function # at 
t = t,; and vwe versa. 
DEFINITION 3. The systems (2.1) and (2.2), where H is injinite, are said 
to be eventually asymptotically equivalent if for any 7 > 0 there exists a number 
T(q) > 0 such that for any to > T(v) and q~ E Cm,, 
(i) x(t; q~, t,,), a solution of (2.1) with initial function v at t = t, , exists 
for all t 3 t,; 
(ii) there exists t,L E C” such that 
II X,(% to) -Y&4 to) II + 0 
as t + co, where y(t; #, t,,) is a solution of (2.2) with initialfunction I,!I at t = t,,; 
and vice versa. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC EQUIVALENCE 
Let us consider the systems of functional differential equations 
*(f(t) = F(4 xt 7 Yt , 4 
p(t) = 0 (34 
W = WY,) 
and 
k(t) = w, Xt 1 yt , 4 + X(6 Xt > Yt > 3) 
9(t) = Y(t, xt ,Yt 3 3) (3.2) 
-W = G(t, rt> + Z(t, xt , yt ,d, 
where x, y, z are n, , n2 , %-vectors, respectively, and xt E PI, yt E (72, 
zt E C”s for given hn, (i = 1,2, 3). We shall represent throughout this section 
Eni, hni , Cm*, and Pi, by Ed, hi , Ci, and 0, , respectively. 
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We assume that 
W, F, $9 0, W, +I, -v> 5% $3 0, w 94 $3 6% 
Z(t, q~, #, [) are defined and continuous on I x Cl x C2 x C3; 
F(t, p, t,b, I) is linear in v. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Moreover, we assume that there exist four positive and continuous functions 
h,(t) (i = 1,2, 3,4) and five positive number: B,@), B,(q p), L,(p), La(?, p), 
rhti such that b(t) tends to zero as t --+ CO, s At(t) dt < 00 (i = 1,2,4) and 
if (x(t; v, #, f, to), At; t4 to), 4t; #, I, to)) is a solution of (3.1) 
with initial function (v, #, 5) at t = to then we have 
II 4~3 t4 4, to> II G &(ll J! II) II v II exp II- 4 # II) (t - to)1 
for any (to , v, #, 5) E I x Cl x c2 x C3 and for all t > t,; 0.6) 
I -=t, 9b $4 5) I < &(ll 9) II 9 II # II) &(t> + h3Wh 
I w, v9 $4 4) I < WI 9J II 9 II * II> w> 
I m % $4 I) I < WI v II t II + II) h(t); (3.7) 
I -m Pl 9 h 9 51) --v, T2 9 $2 9 52) I 
G L2h P) w {II 9% - v2 II + II $1 - $2 II + II 61 - f2 II>* 
I w 5% 9 $4 7 &I - WY T2 3 $42 9 42) I 
GL2(% P> W{II Fl - v2 II + II $1 - $2 II + II 51 - 4‘2 II> > 
I -w, Pl 9 $1 9 41) - -w, 9J2 > *2 9 42) I 
,<J52(% P> W){II 9Jl - TJ2 II + II $1 - *2 II + II & - 42 II> 
for any (t, vi , *i , &) E I x Cl, x C2, x C3 (i= 1,2), (3.8) 
where &(P), B2(77, ~1, UP) ad ~5~61, P) are continuous and monotone in- 
creasing in (7, p), and &I) is Lipschitzian and monotone decreasing in p. 
Under the assumptions (3.3), (3.4), (3.5), and (3.8), F(t, QJ, $, f), G(t, #), 
X0, VJ, ~4 41, Y(t, F’, A I), and Ztt, v, At) are LipscKkian in (v, #, I). 
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Therefore, for any (to , p, 4, 6) E I x C1 x C2 x Ca there exists a unique 
solution of (3.1) (or (3.2)) with initial function (v, 4, 6) at t = t, and this 
solution is continuable to any time t > t, as long as it is bounded. 
LEMMA 1. If the assumption (3.6) holds good for the system (3.1), then 
there exists a positive number B(p), continuously depending on p, such that 
II 4~s $3 5, to) II B Btll # ID II Q II exp [- 4 #(O) I) (t - to)1 
for all t > t,, , where a(p) is the same one in (3.6). 
Proof. By the assumption (3.6), we have 
Since 
(Xtt%,+~(Q’, h 6 to>, Yto+~s(#, to>, %,+&, 6, to), to + hd = Xt(Q, d’s 6, to) 
and y&, to) = #(O) for t 2 to + h, , 1 we have 
/I %(Q, #, 6 to> 11 < B~tllYt,+&~, to) 11) 11 Xto+h2(Q> $3 6, to) 11 
x exp [- 4Il~t~+&, to) II) (t - to - h31 
G Bdl VW> I) WI # II) II v II exp 04 VW) I) J4 
x exp II- 41 QW) I) (t - t0)l. 
Thus, we have Lemma 1 if we set B(p) = B1(p)2 exp (or(O) h,). 
LEMMA 2. If a continuous Liapunov functional V(t, Q) k defined on 
I x CnH and satisfies the condition 
1 v(ts Qd - vtt, Q2) 1 < B 11 Ql - Q2 11 
for all (t, Q~) E I X P, (i = 1,2), we have 
vt 3.o) tt, 9)) < vt 2.1) tt> Q) + B 1 t &tt, Q> 11 
for the systf??n 
*tq = X(4 Xt) + X1(4 4 (3.9) 
as long as the solutims of (2.1) and (3.9) lie in OH, where X(t, Q) ti the same 
1 From the form of (3.1), we can see that, in the solution (q , yt , xt) of (3.1) through 
(Q, $, 6) at t = to , yt is independent of Q, 6, and zt is independent of ‘p. 
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one in (2.Z) and ti(2.1,(t, v), ecs.e,(t, rp) ure the de&&es of V(t, p’) along 
solutions of (2.1), (3.9), respectiwely (cf. [2]). 
For the proof of this lemma, see [2] or [12]. 
Similarly we obtain the following corollary: 
COROLLARY. In Lemma 2, we replace x, x1, and Cn,, b (x(l), a**, xfk)) 
(where x(j) is an nj-oector), (Ot, ...,x(~)~) and Cz x ... x C$, respectiwely. 
If we mean 
I v(t, ~1) - W 4 I < B II VI - 9~2 II 9 
thenwehuwe 
P(&, 9)(l), .‘., vtk’) < P(2.&, p”‘, ***, @k’) 
+ $ B, II X:‘V, v’l’, **-I #k’) II 9 
j-1 
where, in (2.1) and (3.9), we mean 
(X"'(t, p"' . . ..$k') 9 . . . . X(k'(t,$l' . . ..#k')) 
a?ld 
(x;"(t, ,#l), . . . . #k’), . . . . X;k)(t, TU), . . . . ,#k’)) 
by X(t, v) und Xl(t, v), respectiwely. 
The following lemma is essentially equivalent LO Hale’s in [3] and [4]. 
LEMMA 3. Under the assumptions (3.3) through (3.6), there exists a 
continuous Liapunov functional V(t, v,, $, I) defined on I x Cl X c4 x CB 
and satisfring the following conditions; 
II v II < W v, 4, I) < B(ll # II) II v II; (3.10) 
I m Pl 9 $1 9 51) - w 'p2 > $2 3 52) I 
< B(p) II ~1 - ~2 II + L(P) 7 {II $1 - $2 II + II h - 62 II> (3.11) 
for =v 
(6 Vf 9 #f , 6f) E 1 x C’, x c2, x c2 (i = 1,2); 
J32.& % v4 I) G - 4 #II) J% 9, $3 I)* (3.12) 
where B(p), L(p) are continuous, positiwe, monotone increasing in p and c(p) is 
Lipschitziun, positive, monotone decreasiq in p. 
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Proof. Put 
v(t, 9, A 0 = ;y$ II X~+AP), VJ, 5, 0 II exp [c(l W) !) ~1, (3.13) 
where c(p) = i a(p) and E(P) is given in (3.6). 
By the definition of V(t, ~JI’, I& 5) and Lemma 1, we immediately have 
II P II < v(t, 93 9, 0 =G WI #II> exp [- 4 HO) I) 71 II v II y 
where B(p) is given in Lemma 1, which implies (3.10) and the fact that the 
supremum in (3.13) is taken in 0 < T < T(]] # ]I), where 
We have 
WJ) = $j 1% B(f). 
whence we obtain (3.12). 
For (to, &, &) EI x Ca, x Cs (i = 1,2), we have 
IIYt& 9 GI) -YtW2 > Gl) II < II $1 - $2 II 
and 
~-w) II $1 - $2 II yk4 h + II ti - 52 II 
0 
for all t > to from the second and the third equations in (3.1) and the assump- 
tion (3.5). Relation (3.11) and the continuity of V(t, v,, #, I) are shown by 
Lemma 2 and arguments similar to Hale’s in [J] and [4], where 
x B(f) exp k(O) WI1 
and L&J) is a Lipschitz constant of c&r) in 0 < p1 < p. 
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THEOREM 1. Under the assumptions (3.3) through (3.8)) the systems (3.1) 
and (3.2) are ewentually asymptotically equivalent; more precisely, we have 
the following conclusions: 
(i) For any r] > 0 and p > 0 there exists T,(v, p) 3 0 such that ;f 
to 2 Tl(rl, P), (F, 9,4) E Cl, x C2, x C3, and (A ,5;) E C2 x Cs, then a 
solution of (3.2) with initialfunction (q~, #, 6) at t = to is continuable to t = OC, 
and there exists (#Jo , 5,) E C2 x C3 such that $2 - $I and t2 - 5, are constant 
functions and that 
II x*h $9 t, to) II -+ 0, 
II Y *tcP’, $4 53 to> - YtM2 9 to) II + 09 
II z*ttQh ?4 5, to) - 4#2 9 f2 > to) II + 0 
ast-+u30: 
(ii) For any p > 0 there exist qb) > 0 and T,(r)(p), p) > 0 such that if 
to 2 T2(rl(P), P), (~4 4) E C2, x Cs and (v2 , th , ~5;) E C&) x C2, x C3, then 
there exists (#2 , t2) E C2 x C3 such that #2 - & and f2 - f, are constant 
functions and that 
II x*hJ2 > 42 9 62 9 to) II + 02 
II Y *ttv2 > $2 3 I2 7 to) - YtW to) II --+ 09 
II z*to?32 9 $2 9 f2 9 to) - 454 6, to) II + 0 
ast+co. 
Remark 1. Theorem 1 shows that not only are (3.1) and (3.2) eventually 
asymptotically equivalent, but moreover, given any solution of (3.2), starting 
with (v, #, 6) at t = to, there is a large class of solutions of (3.1) asymptotic 
to it, and vice versa. 
Here and throughout this section, 
(4; 5% *, E, to), r(t; *, to), e; $9 E, to)) 
and 
tx*tt; % $3 5, to), y*ct; 5% *, E, to), a*@; 93 9, 6, to)) 
denote solutions of (3.1) and (3.2), respectively, with initial function (v, #, 5) 
at t = to and for any continuous function (x(t), y(t), z(t)) E El x I9 x ES, 
(xt , yt , at) denotes its segment in Cl x C2 x C3. 
Proof. By Lemma 3, there exists a continuous Liapunov functional 
V(t, ‘p, #, 5) defined on I x Cr x P x Cs and satisfying the conditions 
(3.10), (3.11), and (3.12). 
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for a fixed (t,, , F, z+$[) E I x Cl x C2 x C3. By Corollary of Lemma 2 and 
Lemma 3, we obtain 
Therefore, for given positive constant K and M, if 
(x*&, $9 I, tcl), Y*s(% $3 E? to)3 z*,(9), ICI, f ,  to)) E Cl, x CM x c3 (3.14) 
for all s, t > s 2 to, 
then we have 
or 
e)(t) < - c(M) $t) + A,(& M) h(t) + 4W, M) h,(t) 
w(t) < 4to) exp [-- c(M) (t - Gl + 4K MI Jle Us) as 
where 
+ A,&, Ml ,lo h,(s) exp F- c(M) 0 - 416 (3.15) 
4(K M) = P(M) + UM) K) B,(K, M), A,(K, M) = B(M) B,(K, M), 
A, , A, , 3, are given in (3.7) and B, L are given in Lemma 3. 
From the second and the third equations of the system (3.2), we can see that 
= $40) + ,I0 w, x**((P, *, &4l), Y*h $9 I, to), x*8(% $9 I, 48 @!s 
for t 2 t, 
= Jl(t - to) for t, to > t g3 to - h, (3.16) 
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and that for arbitrary (I/‘, f) E C2 x Cs 
+ s:oz( -5 x*&p, Q4 5, to), Y*s(% 1cI9 5, to), z*kfh *9 5, to)) ds 
for t >, t, 
= f(t - to) - (‘(t - to) for t, t, > t >, t, - I23 . (3.17) 
Hence, if we assume (3.14) and ($‘, e) E C2111, x C3 (for arbitrary M’ > M), 
we have 
and 
By the assumption (3.7), we can choose a number Z’,(r), p) > 0 so that 
I ’ 
for all t > T,(v, p), where K = 2B(p) 7 and M = 2p. 
By the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2 in [6], (3.15), (3.18), 
and (3.19) show that if to > T,(q p) and (q~, #, [) E (cl,) x (Cap) x CB, 
we have (3.14) for all t > t,, and that x*~(F, #, [, to) tends to zero as t + co. 
Moreover, from (3.16) and (3.18) we can see that there exists y*(a) E E8 
such that ~*(t; 9, $, 6, t,) tends to y*(a) as t -+ co. Let (#r , &) E Ca x Cs 
and let &(I?) = h(0) - #r(O) + y*(co) for 8, - ha < 0 < 0. From 
(3.17) and (3.19) we can see that there exists a*(~) E Es such that 
a*(t; p, 4, 5, ts) - z(t; #a, fr, to) tends to x*(00) as t + co. If 
~~(4 = t,(e) + 2*w 
for 8, - As < 8 < 0, we can get the conclusion (i) of Theorem 1. 
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To prove the second part of Theorem 1, we shall formally construct the 
following sequence; 
(x(O)(t), y(O)(t), z(O)(t)) is a solution of the system (3.1) with 
initial function (us , 4, E) at t = to; (3.20) 
~++l)(t) is a solution of the system 
with initial function qua at t = to; 
y(*+l)(t) = 4(O) - 1; Y(s, X’nJs ,y(ni , z(n\) ds 
for t 2 to 
= $h(t - to) - $40) + Ycn+Yto) 
for t, to > t 3 to - h,; 
dn+yt) = z(t; 4, 4, to) - i‘;iG(s, y’“‘,) - Gts,~s(#, to)>) ds 
- 
s 
m Z(s, id”), ,y(nJs, Z(n)J ds 
t 
for t > to 
= &(t - to) - 5,(O) + .@+yto) 
for t, to > t >, to - h, , 
where(to,~,,~,~)EI~C1~C2~C3and(~,,~~)EC2xC3aregiven. 
By the assumptions (3.5) and (3.7), we can choose a number T,‘(q, p) > 0 
so that 
for all t > T,‘(q, p), where 
M = 4p, K = 2B(M) 3, A,(K, M) = L(M) ML,(M) K 
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and A, , A, are the same ones in (3.15). Moreover, let T&, p) > 0 and 
v(p) > 0 be the numbers such that 
4W 
‘I(‘) ’ @(M)%,(M) (3.21) 
and that if t 2 Tz(7, p), we have 
s 
m 
I 
1 1 
t “(‘) ds ’ min Y&(M)’ 9L(M)L,(M)M 
s 
co 1 
t “(‘) ~2’ ’ 9L(M) B,(K, M) 
s OD fqs) as d 1 t 8B(M) L,(K, M) ’ 
where M = 4p, K = 2B(M)q, and A,, L, are those given in (3.8). 
First of all, we shall show that if to 2 TI’(7, p), (#, 5) E Czp x Ca and 
h, $1, &> 6 (Cl,) x Czp x C3, we have 
(x(n) (nl t,Y t’ Twt) E C’K x C& x c3 
and xcn)(t) -+ 0 as t ---f co 
uniformly for all n. 
for all t > to 
(3.22) 
Put V*(f) = Iqt, XC”)* ) y(n-l)t , z(+l) t). If we assume that the relation (3.22) 
holds good for n - 1 and n(n > l), then by Lemmas 2 and 3 we have 
%+dt) < - c(M) s+lW + 4K M) h(t) + 4dK M) W> 
+ 4K W h(t) 
as long as ~(*+r)~ E Cl,. Hence, we can see that xtn+‘jt E Cl, for all t > to 
and that xcn+l)(t) tends to zero as t -+ 00 uniformly with respect to n in the 
same way as in the proof of the first part of this theorem. 
If we suppose that (3.22) holds good for n(n > 0), then we have 
that is, 1 y(n+r)(t) 1 ,< 2~ for all t > to and 
1 +‘+l)(t) -- z(t; $, 5, to) I < I L,(M)M I j-a b(s) ds + WWf) j-y W ds 
t 
(3.23) 
for all t 2 to . Thus, we have (ycn+rJt), .++l)J E Cr.+, X Ca for all t > to . 
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Clearly we have (3.22) for IE = 0. Therefore, to show that the relation (3.22) 
holds good for all II, it is sufficient to show that the ~(~1~ E Cl, for all t > t, . 
Since we have 
as long as zc(lJt E Cl,, we can see that xuJt E Cl, for all t > to and that x(l)(t) 
tends to zero as t + 03. 
Thus, (3.20) and (3.22) imply that (dn)(t), ytn)(t), z(“)(t)) tends to 
(0, #(O), z(t; I& 4, to)) as t---f co uniformly with respect to n. 
Next, we shall show that if t, > Ts(~(p), p), (#, 5) E C2, x C3 and 
(p)s , I,$ , [r) E C&, x CD2 x C3, the sequence {X’“jt , yfnJt , zcnjt} is uniformly 
convergent as n -+ co with respect to t > t,, . 
As we saw above, we have (3.22) for all n, and hence we have 
and 
1 ycn+l)(t) - y(“)(t) / < 1 ycn+l)(t,) - y@)(t,) / for t, t, > t > to - h, ) 
which imply that 
Am+1 < g (&z + AYn + &J, 
where 
and 
Axn = NE )I 2wt - X(n-l)t (I, 
AY, = ;;[ !I Y ‘Wt _ y’n-l) t /I 
AZ,, = mg 11 dnjt - +‘--l) t II . 
Since by (3.23) ZZ(“)~ - z,(#, 5, t,) is uniformly bounded with respect to s 
and t, we can see that Ax,, Ay,, , and Azn exist and are finite for all n. 
In a similar way as the above, we have 
Put 
a(t) = V(t, X'n+l)& - x(njt , y(n) *, 2tn2',). 
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Then, we have 
which implies that 
Ax,,,, < $(Axn + Am + 4,). 
Thus, we have 
Axn,, + Am+1 + AZ,,, < %(&a + Am + 4) 
for all tl. From this it follows that the sequence {x(“)(t), yen)(t), x(“)(t)}9 
defined by (3.20), is uniformly convergent as II + cc with respect to t > to. 
Therefore, there exists a unique limiting function (x*(t), y*(t), z*(t)) of the 
sequence (x(“)(t), ytn)(t), I). Clearly (x*(t), y*(t), z*(t)) is a solution of 
the system (3.2) with initial function (cpa , #a , [a) at t = t,, , where 
and 
Me) = Yw) - %w) + Y*(h) for -k,<e<o 
5‘,(e) = h(e) - w) + z*(to) for -kh,<e<O. 
Moreover, clearly we can see that 
x*(t) --t 0, Y*(t) --+ Yw), I*(t) - s(t; $4 6 to) + 0 
as t-03. 
Thus, the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
Remark 2. IfF(t, v, 4, 4) in (3.1) is independent of I/I and 6, the first term 
of the right-hand side in the inequality (3.24) does not appear. Since we need 
the condition (3.21) only to make this term sufficiently small, in thii case 
v(p) in the conclusion (ii) of Theorem 1 is independent of p. 
Remarks 3. Let ci be any closed subspace of the space Ct (; = 1,2,3). We 
suppose that the systems (3.1) and (3.2) are defined on 
and satisfy the conditions (3.3) through (3.8) on D. If the existence problems 
for (3.1), (3.2), and (3.20) can be proved on D, then immediately we can con- 
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elude the results of Theorem 1 on D, that is, Ci, 0,) etc. in the conclusions 
of Theorem 1 should be replaced by @, &‘iq = Ci, n ei etc., respectively. 
Here, that the existence problems for (3.1), (3.2), and (3.20) can be proved 
on D means the following; 
for any (to, y, 4, 5) E D, solutions of (3.1) and (3.2) with initial 
function (9, #, [) at t = t, exist and their segments belong to 
Cl X @ X e3 for all t 3 to; (3.25) 
if v  E ci and if c is a constant function in Ci, then 91 + c E i‘i 
(i = 2, 3); (3.26) 
if (x(“), , ytnjt, zfn)J E e1 x @ x e3 for all t 3 to , then 
(X (n+1) t, ytn+‘jt, .s?+‘)J, defined by (3.20), is contained in 
Cl X Qz X c3 for all t > to . (3.27) 
COROLLARY. Under all assumptions in Theorem 1, if for any 
(to, v, #, I) E I x Cl x c-2 x c3, 
there exist two numbers 
K = ml , % *, 5) > 0 and M = M(t, , P, t4 5) > 0 
such that 
@*t(% $4 57 to), Y*tt% JA 5, to)7 ~*t(fp, +, 5, t,)) E (GA x (c,) x C3 (3.28) 
for all t > to , then the systems (3.1) and (3.2) are asymptotically equivalent 
and, moreover, we obtain the con&&on (i) of Theorem 1 for any t,, 2 0. 
Proof. Let K and M be as mentioned above for given 
(to , 9, t/i, 5) E I x Cl x c-2 x c-3. 
For these K and M, there exists T,(K, M), mentioned in the conclusion (i) 
of Theorem 1, such that if 
tl 2 mm ( TICK, W, t,), 
there exists (#r , 5,) E C2 x C3 such that 
II x*tw, #‘, I’, t1) II + 0, 
IIY*tw3 f, 5’1 t1) -Y&1 7 t1> II - 0, 
II Z*tb’r f, 5’7 4 - %Wl * 51 , 5) II - 0 
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as t -+ 00, where 
and 
Therefore, since clearly 
X*tw, @, c, td = x*4% t4 5, tcl), Y*tb’, #‘> 5’, td = Y”t(P, 4, 5, GJ, 
and 
for t 2 t, , we have 
II x*tcP> $4 5, to) II + 0, 
IIY*t(% $4 4, 43) - Ythh 9 td II - 0, 
II z*t@P, $4 4, to) - dih , 51 9 h> II - 0 
as t --f cc. From this and the fact that all solutions of (3.1) satisfy the condi- 
tion (3.28) for Wto , v, A 4) = WI # II> II 9) II ad Wto , cp, h I) = II $ IL we 
can see that the systems (3.1) and (3.2) are asymptotically equivalent. 
Moreover, clearly we may consider that #r is a ccnstant function in c2 
and that ,$I is zt,(t,bl , & , to) for some &, E C3. Now we assume that zjl and er 
are such functions. Let 
for - h, < 0 < 0 and let 
for - h, < B < 0, where (h’, 5,‘) E c2 x C3 is given. Hence, we have 
Y&~ , to) = 9% for t 2 to + h3 , 44 , 4, p 6) = 4+4 I 5, , 4J for 
t 2 to + ma (h , h,), and 4t4 , zt,& , To , td, td = 4k ,5a , toI for 
t 2 max { T,(K, M), t,, + max (h, , Q}. These imply that 
II X*t(% $9 4, 43) II + 0, 
II Y*t(% $3 f, 43) -Y&a 9 to) II -+ 0, 
II ~*tc?J, t4 6 to) - 4b 9 E, > to) II -+ 0 
as t 3 co. Thus, the Corollary is completely proved. 
4 
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4. A LINEAR SYSTEM AND ITS PERTURBED SYSTEM 
In this section, we shall consider the asymptotic equivalence of the systems 
i(t) = fW (4.1) 
and 
2(t) == f(4 + X(t* Xt), (4.2) 
where x is an n-vector, C is the space of continuous functions mapping the 
interval [- h, 0] into En, f(v) is a continuous, linear function defined on C, 
and X(t, p’) is a continuous function defined on I x C. 
We shall give the following notations, which will be used throughout this 
section, and lemmas due to Hale [5l. 
Since f(rp) is continuous and linear on C, there is an (n, n)-matrix u(e), 
whose elements are of bounded variation, such that 
for all v E C, where the integral is in the sense of Stieltjes. 
Let C* be the space of continuous functions mapping the interval [0, h] 
into Em. For any cp E C and # E C*, we shall define 
($, T) = Icl’(O> 540) - j”, j; vQT(s - 0) kw91 d4 ds, (4.3) 
where $T denotes the transposed (row) vector of the (column) vector #. 
If @ =(I&, ***, F~), pi E C(; = 1, ***, m), and Y = (&, .a., &), & E C*(i = 
1, ***, 1), then we denote by (U, @) the (1, m)-matrix whose (i, j)-element 
is Ohi , PA. 
Let x(t; cp) be the solution of (4.1) with initial function cp E C at t = 0. 
We shall define a linear operator T(t) mapping C into itself by the relation 
However, we can consider that T(t) is defined on the space of piecewise 
continuous functions, because for any piecewise continuous function ‘p 
the system (4.1) has a solution with initial function 9) at t = 0. Here, we 
modify the definition of solutions of (2.1). Let X(t, v) in (2.1) be defined on 
IXp”*, where Pn denotes the space of piecewise continuous functions 
mapping the interval [- h+, , 0] into En and 
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DEFINITION 4. Let (ts , q~) be any point of I x PH. A function x(t; v, t,) 
is said to be a solution of (2.1) with initial’function q~ at t = t,, if there is a 
number A > 0 such that 
(i) for each t, to < t < t,, + A, x,(v, t,,) is defined and belongs to PnH 
and, moreower, x(t; v, t,) is continuous in t on t,, < t < t,, + A; 
(ii> ~&h 44 = T; 
(iii) x(t; v, t,,) satisjes (2.1) for t, < t < t, + A. 
Let % and %* be the linear operators such that 
w?Jl @) = $+? for e E [- h, 0) 
=fcf,) for e=o 
for v E C, for which the right-hand derivative exists, and 
(4.4) 
[%*+I (4 = v%4 for e E (0, 4 
= gw for e=o 
for 4 E C*, for which the left-hand derivative exists, where for I/ E C*, 
t&e) denotes the left-hand derivative of #@I), 
for all # E C* and o* denotes the transposed matrix of a. Therefore, % is the 
infinitesimal generator of the operator T(t) (cf. [I, 51). 
For a point spectrum p of the operator ‘ZI, %X(2& p) denotes the space of 
continuous function q~ E C such that (a - ~3)~ q~ = 0 for some positive 
integer K, where 3 is the identity operator on C. Similarly we shall define 
%I’@*, CL). Let @ and Y be bases of the spacesk?JI+(U) and ‘$I+(%*), respectively, 
where tm+((n) denotes the space of the linear extention of m(‘%, p), in which 
the real part of p is nonnegative. 
We have the following lemmas due to Hale [5]. 
LEMMA 4. 8, ?X*, 0, Y, and T(t) dejined above have the following 
propertise: 
(i) T(t) is str0ng.y continuous on [0, co) and completely continuow for 
t > h, and{T(t); t >O> is a one-parameter semigroup such that 
T(t) T(s) v = T(t + 4 9 
foranyttI,sEIandqEC. 
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(ii) The spectrum of ‘3 is comprised entirely of the point spectrum of 91, 
and there are only a finite number of points in the spectrum with real parts 
greater than any given constant. 
(iii) The spectra of ‘u and %* are identical, and are identical with the 
characteristic roots of (4.1), which are the zeros of det A(X), where 
A(X) = XE - s”, [do(q)] eAe 
(E is the unite (n, n)-matrix). 
(iv) The dimension m of the space XII+(%) is finite and is equal to that of 
!JJl+(a*). 
(v) We can choose @ and Y so that (Y, @) equals the unit matrix of order 
m (the dimension of VR+(%)). 
(vi) There exists a constant (m, m)-matrix F the characteristic roots of which 
are the points having nonnegative realparts in the spectrum of ‘u. Also ‘u@ = @F 
and %*Y = YFT. 
(vii) If y belongs to the domain of aI, 
$ T(t) cp = %T(t) g, = T(t) %p. 
LEMMA 5. By the transformation 
the space C is topologically transformed onto the space Em x C, where @, Y are 
the ones mentioned in Lemma 4 and C denotes the space of continuous functions 
p E C such that (Y, v) = 0. Each point of the spectrum of the restriction of the 
operator % to C has negative real part. 
Consider the following systems 
9(t) = FY@) .i.(t) =fW (4.6) 
and 
j(t) = Wt) + yT(0) -W, @y(t) + 4 
zt = T(t - to) v + jtT(t - s) (r - @V(O) X(s, Q%(s) + z,)) ds, 
to 
(4.7) 
where q~, to are parameters, F, T(t) are those mentioned in Lemma 4 and r 
is the zero (n, n)-matrix for 0 E [- h, 0) and the unite (n, n)-matrix for 
e =o. 
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LEMMA 6. For any (t, , y,, ,q~) E I x Em x I? solutions of (4.6) and (4.7) 
with initial function (y,, , q) at t = to exist and belong to Em x C, where it 
should be noticed that the domain of T(t) is the space of piecewise continuous 
functions. In general, for any continuous function X(t) and (t, , v) E IX c, 
T(t - to) V + 1” T(t - s) (T - @Y=(O)) X(s) ds 
to 
belongs to C for all t >, to . Moreover, by the transformation (4.5), solutions of 
(4.1) and (4.2) are topologically transformed to solutions of (4.6) and (4.7), 
respectively .
Here, by a solution of (4.7) with initial function (y,, , 9’) E Em x C at 
t = to is meant the following: 
DEFINITION 5. A function (y(t; y,, , q~, to), .zt(yo , q~, t,)) is said to be a 
solution of (4.7) with initialfunction (y. , v) at t = t, zf there is a number A > 0 
such that 
(i) y(t; y0 , v, to) is continuous in t, to < t < to + A; 
(ii) zt(yo , t,,) belongs to C f or each t, to < t < to + A, and is continuous 
in t in the sense of the norm in C; 
(4 So; y. , P), to) = y. and zt,(yo , v’, to) = v; 
(iv) (y(t; y. , FJ,, toI, zt(yo , FJ, to)) SatisJies (4.7) for 6 to < t < to + A. 
LEMMA 7. Let c be any Banach subspace of C. If allpoints in the spectrum of 
U 1 &, the restriction of % to C, have negative real parts, then there exist two 
positive constants 01 and B such that 
II xth to) II G B II Q II =P (- a(t - to)) 
for all q~ E C as long as xt(q, to) belongs to C, where x(t; i, to) is a solution of 
(4.1) with initial function q~ at t = to . 
As we have stated, the transformation in (4.5) reduces (4.1) and (4.2) to 
(4.6) and (4.7), respectively. However, it turns out to be more convenient 
to use a modified transformation (given in (4.20) below) which results in 
systems of the form 
and 
j(t) = 0 4t> =f(zt) (4.8) 
Jw = WYYm 4 
z(t) = W - to) 9 + j’ T(t - 4 (r - @Y’W)) z(s, Y(S), 4 4 (4.9) 
to 
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respectively. Here (t, , p) E I x c is a parameter and f(v), T(t), r, @, !P, c 
are those given in Lemmas 4, 5, and 6. The following lemma shows the 
eventually asymptotic equivalence of the systems (4.8) and (4.9). 
LEMMA 8. In the systems (4.8) and (4.9), we assume that Y(t, y, p’) and 
Z(t, y, v) are continuous in (t, y, QJ) and satisfy the following conditions 
I Y(4 Y9 94 I G &(I Y I + II F II> w7 
I ztt9 Y! 9) I G &(I Y I + II ‘p II) Ju> (4.10) 
for any (t,y,v)EI x Em x c?; 
I v, Yl 9 P)J - Y(4 Ya 3 %I I G u7) h(t) 0 Yl - Y2 I + II 7Jl - 9% II>, 
I m Yl !  Pl> - -w, Y2 3 %) I <G?) h(t) {I Yl - Yz I + II Pl - 9% II} (4.11) 
fm any 
(t,y,,y,)EI x E” x c, I Yi I + II p7i II < 7) (i = 1,2), 
where B1(~), L,(v) are positiwe, increasing, continuous in 7 and hi(t) are positiwe, 
continuous in t and integrable (i = 1,2). 
Then the systems (4.8) and (4.9) are eventually asymptotically equivalent; 
more precisely, there exist two numbers T,(T) > 0 (i = 1,2) such that 
(9 if to 2 Tdd and (yo, P,) E Em x c, I y. I + II g, II < r), th 
(y*(t; y. , q~, to), z*&vo, rp, to)) exists for all t 3 to and there exists y1 E Em 
such that 
I Y*@; Yo Y 94 to) - Y(C Yl 3 to) I + 0 
II ~*thl 7 71 to) II - 0 
ast-+oo; 
(ii) if to > T,(T) ad ( ~0, ~1) E Em x c, I y. I + II v1 II < v the exists 
y1 E E” such that 
I Y*(t; Yl > Vl 9 to) - Y(C Yo 9 to) I -+ 0, 
II z*t(Yl 9 Vl > to) II -+ 0 
ast+co, 
whm (At; ~0 , to), dp, toI) ad ti*(t; ~0 , TJ, to), x*tCro , F, to)) are solutim 
of (4.8) and (4.9), respectively, with initial function (y. , ‘p) at t = to . 
Proof. By Lemmas 5 and 6, z*~(Y~ , 9, to) E c for all t > to as long as 
z*,(y, , QJ, to) exists, if q E e. Since c is a closed subspace of C, c is 
a Banach space with the norm in C. Hence, by Lemmas 5 and 7 there exist 
two positive constants B and a! such that 
II drp, toI II < Bemactmto) II v  II for all t > to 
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and for any (f,, , v) E I x c, and hence we can find a continuous Liapunov 
functional V(t, v) defined on Z x c and satisfying the following conditions; 
II F II < VP, d G B II v II; (4.12) 
I V(t, v-d - Wt ~a) I G B II ‘PI - ~‘a II (4.13) 
for any (t, vt) E I X C (; = 1,2); 
&4.& ‘p) = ,~,~rvct + 6 vj) p’) - V(4 99) < - cJ(‘(2, ‘p) (4.14) 
(cf. LA)* 
For any 6 > 0, we have 
I 
t+a 
&(Y” 3 93 to) = w + 6 - &I) 9J + T(t + s - s) (r - @!P(O)) 
to 
x qs, y*cs; yo I 9J, to), z*s(Yo * % to)) da 
Also, operating on the second relation in (4.9) by T(6) yields 
T(S) Z*tbo, v> to) = T(t + s - to) y + j” T(t + 8 - s) (r - @yrr(O)) 
to 
x qs, y*ts; Yo 3 % to), ~*,(Yo , % to)) ds. 
Consequently, 
Gt8(YO 3 % to) - T(S) z*t (Yo Y 5% to> 
s 
t+a 
= w + f3 - 4 (r - @?vv) a y*ts; yo 1 9% to), z*s(Yo, (P, to)) d.9. 
t 
From this and from (4.10), (4.13), and (4.14), it follows that 
J+-(tv Z”t(Yo 3 % to)) G - aV(“(t, Z*tcYo , v, to)) 
+ 4 Y*(c Yo 3 % to) I + II “*t(Yo 9 % to) II) UG 
where 
(4.15) 
Add = BBdd II r - @J”(O) II1 
and v(‘(t, at) denotes the right-hand derivative of V(s, z,) at s = t. 
Therefore, in consideration of Remarks 2 and 3 for Theorem 1, we obtain 
the conclusion (i) of Lemma 8 by arguments similar to those in the proof of 
Theorem 1 if we take Tr(q) so that 
I m X,(s) ds < min 1 ” t 4(2(B + 1) d ’ B&1: 1) d 1 
for all t > T,(v). 
1 Here, for @ = (q~ , . . . , s), ‘pi E P (i = 1, . . . , n), ~~9~1 denotes II (pl )I + . . . + 11 vn 11. 
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To prove the second part of Lemma 8, we shall formally construct a 
sequence {y(“)(t), x(~‘~) for any (t, , y,, , p) E I x Em x c as follows; 
Y’“‘(t) = Yo , do’ = qt - to) cp; 
Z("+l't = T(t - to) qzl + j:, T(t - s) (r - @P(O)) Z(S, y(n)(s), zws) ds; 
Y ("+1'(t) = y. - j; Y(S, y'ys), z'"'J ds. (4.16) 
Then, we can easily see that (y(“)(t), A?‘~) E Em x c for all n as long as it 
exists and that 
where A, is given in (4.15). Moreover, from (4.11) we obtain 
v((t,Z(n+l't - 2Ft) < - .&yqZ(n+l; _ Z("'t) 
+ A,(K) AZ(t) (1 p(t) - y(yt) ! + II z(“)~ - ~‘n-~)~ll) 
as long as 
I y’“‘(~> I + II z’“) t II <K and I yen-l’(t) I + II ~(“-l’~ II < K 
where 
4d = ah) II r - @WO) II . 
Therefore, if we choose T,(v) so that 
I m h,(s) ds Q min ] @ t aw + 1) 7)) ’wv3~+ 1) 4’ I
s O” AZ(s) ds < min ] 1 1 t 342(~ + 1) 7) ’ 3u2tB + 1) 7)) I 
for all t > T,(T) and if to > T,(v) and I y,, 1 + 11 ‘p 11 < r], then we can see that 
I YW) I + II Ztn)t 11 < 2, (B + 1) 7 for all n and t and that {y(“)(t), z(~)~} is 
convergent as n--t CO uniformly in t, by the similar arguments as in the proof 
of Theorem 1. Thus, we obtain the conclusion (ii) of Lemma 8. 
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THEOREM 2. We assume that 
(4.17) all solutions of (4.1) are bounded to the right and that there exist 
two positive and continuous functions &(t) (i = 1, 2) and two 
positive and nondecreasing numbers B(7), L(T) such that 
J” xi(t) dt < CO (i = 1,2), and that 
(4.18) I W, d I < B(ll F II> h(t) for all (6 ‘~1 E 1 x C 
(4.19) I X(t, 94 - X(t, 94 I <L(7) WII Pl - v'z II 
forany(t,q+)EIxC,(i=1,2),whereC,=(a,EC;IIp,ll<~}. 
Then the systems (4.1) and (4.2) are eventually asymptotically equivalent; 
more precisely, there exist positive numbers Ti(~) (i = 1,2) such that 
(i) if to 3 Tl(d and g, E C, , then x*(t; p, t,) exists for all t > to and 
there extits a # E C such that 
II X*&P, to) - 44 to) II -+ 0 
as t-?-co; 
(ii) if t, 3 Tz(~) and q~ E C, , then there exists a 4 E C such that 
II x*&74 &I> - eJ> to) II -+ 0 
as t + CO, where x(t; v, to) and x*(t; q~, to) are solutions of (4.1) and (4.2), 
respectively, with initial function q~ at t = to . 
Proof. In the foIlowing, T(t), ‘u, @, Y, etc. are those mentioned in Lem- 
mas 4, 5, and 6 for (4.1). As we saw in Lemma 6, by (4.5) the system (4.1) 
is transformed into (4.6). Let 
P = min {II @Y II; y  E Em, I Y / = 1). 
Since @J is a base for %R+(cU) and (y E Em; 1 y  1 = 1} is a compact set, we can 
easily see p > 0. Therefore, by the second equation of (4.5) we have 
I Y(f) I G *u *t II + II Zt II>> 
where xt and (y(t), zt) are solutions of (4.1) and (4.6), respectively. 
By Lemmas 6, 7 and the assumption (4.17), xt and zt are bounded to the 
right. From this it follows that all solutions of the first equation of (4.6) 
are bounded. Hence, all characteristic roots of F, in (4.6), have zero real 
parts and the elementary divisors of them are linear. 
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Let Q(t) be a fundamental matrix of the first equation of the system (4.6). 
By the fact mentioned above, there exists a positive constant 4 such that 
1) Q(t) 11 < q and /I Q-‘(t) 11 < q for all t > 0, where the norm is the Euclidean 
matrix-norm. 
By the transformation 
y(t) = Q-‘(t) (‘y, 4, Xt = xt - @(Y x,), (4.20) 
solutions of (4.1) and (4.2) are transformed to solutions of the systems (4.8) 
and (4.9), respectively, where 
W r(t), 4 = Q-W Y’(O) -W, @Q(t)rW + 4, 
-W, r(t), 4 = W, @Q(t) r(t) + xt). 
The assumptions (4.18) and (4.19) imply the assumptions (4.10) and (4.1 I), 
respectively, where 
B,(7) = Wld h 3 M?) = Jwld A2 7 Al = m=(L II @II 91 
and 
From Lemmas 5, 6 and the fact that Q(t) and Q-l(t) are bounded, we can 
see that by the transformation (4.20) the solutions of (4.8) and (4.9) with 
initial function (y,, , p’) at t = t,, are topologically transformed into the solu- 
tions of (4.1) and (4.2), respectively, with initial function (p + @Q(ts)y, at 
t = t,, . Therefore, the eventually asymptotic equivalence of (4.1) and (4.2) 
is equivalent to that of (4.8) and (4.9). 
Thus, Theorem 2 can be proved immediately by Lemma 8. 
COROLLARY. Under all assumptions of Theorem 2, if B(v) in (4.18) 
satisfies the property s” dq/B(q) = co, then we obtain the asymptotic equiva- 
lence of (4.1) and (4.2) (Dejkition 2). Moreover, we have the conclusion (i) of 
Theorem 2 for all t, > 0. 
Proof. By the transformation (4.20), it is sufficient to show the asymptotic 
equivalence of (4.8) and (4.9). Here, we can assume that B,(r)) in (4.10) 
satisfies the property s” dT/Bi(v) = co, too. Moreover, by the same argu- 
ments as in the proof of Corollary of Theorem 1, to prove this corollary, it 
is sufficient to show that all solutions of (4.9) are bounded. Now, we shall 
see this. 
We have the Liapunov functional V(t, v) given in the proof of Lemma 8. 
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If we put IV(t, y, v) = 1 y [ + V(t, q) on I x Em x c, then we can easily 
see that IV(t, y, v) satisfies the following conditions; 
(4.21) I~I+II~,II~~(~,~,~)~B(I~I+II~,II) 
for all (t,y,p) EI X E” X C; 
(4.22) I w, y1 , vl) - ICY, , cp2) i G B{I y1 - y2 I + it 9-3 - v2 10 
forany(t,yi,vi)EIx Em x c(i=l, 2); 
(4-W @‘w(c Y, p’) G 0. 
Therefore, we have 
w4 Y *o; Yo 3 9% to), x*t(Yo > 9% to)) 
G 2% I l~*(c YO 9 v> to) I + II x*t(Yo > ‘p, to) II) MO 
G 2BWW Y *Cc YO tv, to), ~*t(yo 9 VJ, to))) h(t) 
for any (to,yo,p)EI x E* x c. 
Since 
I 
m  
drl=* 
I 
m  
2BBdd 
and h,(t) dt < co, 
all positive solutions of the scalar differential equation 
zi(t) = 2BB,(u(t)) h,(t) 
are bounded. This implies that all solutions of the system (4.9) are bounded. 
Remark 4. Consider the systems 
and 
w =fM + PM (4.24) 
w =f(xt) + PW + X1(4 %), (4.25) 
wheref(cp) is that in (4.1) and p(t), Xr(t, ‘p) are continuous in (t, ‘p) on 1 x C. 
We assume that 
all solutions of the system (4.24) are bounded. (4.26) 
Let 9(t) be a solution of (4.24) starting at t = 0 and let x(t) in (4.24) and 
(4.25) be replaced by x(t) + xO(t). Then, the systems (4.24) and (4.25) are 
transformed into the systems (4.1) and (4.2), respectively, where X(t, p’) 
in (4.2) denotes Xr(t, ‘p + x”(t)) - Xr(t, tip(t)). 
332 KATO 
By the above replacement, clearly (4.26) implies (4.17), and moreover, 
if XI(t, cp) satisfies the conditions (4.18) and (4.19), then X(t, cp) satisfies 
similar conditions to these, too (cf. Lemma 8 in [6]). 
These imply that (4.1), (4.2), and (4.17) in Theorem 2 and its corollary 
can be replaced by (4.24), (4.25), and (4.26), respectively. 
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